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Glossary ofTerms
DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) A function ofJPEG compression
which converts spatial information to mathematical frequency
information in a matrix.
Display List an ordered list of objects in a page description file. The
order of objects in a display is the order in which they are
displayed or imaged by the screen/printer.
CCITT (International Coordinating Committee for Telephony and
Telegraphy) compression method is appropriate for black-and-white
images made by paint programs and any images scanned with an
image depth of one bit.
GIF (Graphic Image Format) a file format option for storage of
digital images.
LED (Light Emitting Diode) used to image photoconductors in some
electrophotographic printing devices.
Rasterization the process of converting graphics described at a high level
into bitmaps for rendering on a monitor or digital device
RLE (Run Length Encoding) a method of encoding binary images as
a string of codes representing successive runs of image or non-image
pixels for the purpose of compression.
ZIP a compression method that works well on image with large
areas of single colors or repeating patterns such as screen shots and
simple images created with paint programs, and for black-and-white
images that contain repeating patterns.
Abstract
Trends in printing are moving toward more convenient and composite workflows. The
printing industry as we know it is undergoing major changes in the way it provides print
ing services. Technology is manifesting itself in the industry through digital printing.
In an industry that is becoming increasingly digital and focused on generating and receiv
ing information efficiently, time is an issue and file size is a concern. Digital workflow is
being adopted at an incredible rate, and information must be stored and delivered in the
smallest, most convenient formats. Electronic file formats have evolved to serve these pur
poses. One technology that enables the transition to digital workflow is a format called
PDF, Portable Document Format.
There are many aspects ofPDF that should be understood to render a quality file that in
turn renders a quality digital print. One such aspect is file or data
compression. Acrobat
4.0, the software that produces PDFs, is brand new technology which lends even more
potential to successful digital workflows. Acrobat 4.0 offers a number ofdifferent ways to
reduce the size of a file through methods of compression in Distiller, a program that trans
lates a PostScript file into a PDF. A user can choose the type of compression for their file
within Distiller. However, Distiller job options have changed since Acrobat 3.0.
A choice of compressions is offered to satisfy requirements for different types ofgraphics.
Unless a person is very knowledgeable
about data compression, or has researched the
Distiller parameters for compression, that individual may be confused as to which setting
will result in the best printing of their
file.
The aim of this project is to investigate each compression setting in Acrobat 4.0 Distiller
by using and comparing the effects of
each on a digitally printed file. The goal is to define
the visual results these compressions will yield according to the components ofa given file.
The results of the research will be valuable in terms of dispelling confusion regarding
the
compression settings in Acrobat 4.0. Use of this research could improve the reproducibil




Use ofdigital workflow in the printing industry is inevitable.With the power of the inter
net growing daily, companies are moving towards digital workflow to maintain a compet
itive edge. The printing industry is not excluded from this digital revolution.
In an industry that is becoming increasingly digital and focused on generating and receiv
ing information efficiently, time is an issue and file size is a concern. The distribution of
information is crucial to the graphic arts. Today, more than ever, information must be
stored and delivered in the smallest and most convenient formats. Electronic file formats
have been evolving to meet these needs.
Adobe Systems offers software that makes the transition to digital workflow simple with
two powerful products: PostScript and Acrobat.
PostScript
PostScript is a page description language. It is a code that explains what is on a given page.
PostScript uses a "grid coordinate
system"1
to describe the elements of a page, identifying
each by their mathematical location on the page. PostScript has become a standard; almost
all printers or output devices are driven by this language. Therefore, PostScript is device
independent it is used on all different platforms, with different resolutions and capabil
ities.
Like any spoken language, PostScript
has a vocabulary. There
are commands that control the size of type, the tint of colors or
the position of pictures. Virtually every application program
running in every desktop computer outputs PostScript and vir
tually every printer of every type, including some sophisticated
prepress and even press systems, accept PostScript-coded
files.2
PostScript is essentially coded text that describes images, graphics, and text on a page. It
requires a RIP(Raster Image Processor), an interpreter to display the information that is
coded. A RIP interprets the coded pages of PostScript and translates them into the fin
ished and printed product. PostScript code was really never meant to be
"seen"
by the user.
It was intended to be "a behind-the-scenes language for communication between a com
puter and
printer."3
PostScript refers to both the page description language . . . and
the interpreter that converts the page description into pixels or
bits to control a raster-based output device. As a general pur
pose programming language, PostScript contains procedures,
variables and control constructs that may cause unpredictabilty.
The PostScript file has a main fault: it cannot be viewed.
4
The RIP
"A RIP is the essential element in any form of raster-based imaging which includes
com-
puter-to: paper, film, plate, cloth, plastic, metal, and perhaps
epidermis."5
A RIP is the
"middle man", a device between the computer and printer, processing a file into a bitmap
so it may be printed.
The RIP performs three functions:
1. Interpretation of the page description language from the
application program.
2. Display fist generation




PDF, by Adobe Systems, is a type of"document converted to a
special coded file that can
be displayed and/or printed on a Macintosh orWindows-based PC without the original
application
program."7
Adobe Acrobat's PDF can significantly reduce the size of a file a
very important
factor in digital workflow. "Introducing PDF to your workflow can stream
line your printing
process."8
"PDF is quickly setting the standard for consistency and reli
ability in the print
production workflow. This translates in to real benefits, including
bet-
ter communication, fewer delays, and lower production
costs."9
Portable Document Format was created to solve the problems arising from transporting
electronic documents over a network like the internet.
By creating an electronic document that carries all the needed
components fonts, graphics, and even a program to view and
print the document portable document software could elimi
nate the . . . distributing, and storing paper copies, while
adding the ability to find text and link multiple documents do
information would be more accessible and more
dynamic.10
It is only recently that the benefits to print are being realized and taken advantage of.
Adobe's PDF is on its way to becoming a de facto standard for the printing industry much
like its predecessor, PostScript. "PDF was a third version of the PostScript file
format."11
PDF takes PostScript to higher level than simple page description by distilling or trans
lating PostScript to a different formatwhich shrinks the file size through compression and
removes variability from the
file.12
These features, among others, make a PDF much eas
ier to transport and store. Even though a document that has been distilled in to a PDF is
essentially "clean code", PDF can not be sent straight to
a RIP yet. A PDF must be con
verted back to a PostScript file before it can be sent to most digital printing presses. This
is somewhat inconvenient seeing as the file was made into a Postscript before it was dis
tilled. This set-back will most likely be remedied in the near future. Scitex and Agfa
already have RIPs that can
handle PDF directly. The combination of PDF and digital
printing brings the possibility
of true digitalworkflow to the printing industry. Having the
capability for digital
workflow helps ensure the future of print in this technological and
digital society.
The Statement of the Problem
True digitalworkflow uses completely digital means and eliminates many steps from a tra
ditional processes. Digital file formats help to simplify workflow. Adobe Acrobat 4.0 is a
very useful tool
for their implementation. Acrobat allows for the creation ofPDF result
ing in documents that are completely
portable and platform independent.
The reason for the portability of these documents is PDF's ability to compress a file and
reduce its size. Compression simply means the removal ofdata or reduction in the amount
of data in an electronic file. Acrobat 4.0 offers a user options for the compression of a file:
"automatic"
settings (defaults) or individually adjusted settings to fit the file. Options
include compression and quality for three different types of images and graphics: color,
grayscale and monochromatic. When an individual creates a PDF, he or she typically
wants the smallest possible file with the best possible quality. People are often skeptical
about the quality of a printed PDF, equating the reduction in file size to a reduction in
quality.
Acrobat 4.0 is the latest version ofAdobe's PDF software. Distiller offers the same basic
features, but 4.0 has streamlined the dialogue box. Figures 1 and 2 show the basic differ
ences betweenAcrobat Distiller 3.0 and 4.0 compression options. Acrobat 4.0 offers a vari
ety ofdownsamplingwhile 3.0 does not(downsampling is reduction of the number ofdots
per inch in an image). Next, 4.0 has combined the choices of compression into one but
ton instead of two and offers JPEG or ZIP compressions if the user wants the choice.
"Automatic"
compression is still offered. Last, 4.0 gives the user a choice of quality for a
file. The settings range from minimum to maximum, referring to the amount of compres
sion being applied, minimum meaning the most compression applied, maximum meaning
the least.
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Figure 1 (Acrobat Distiller 3.0) Figure 2 (Acrobat Distiller 4.0)
If compression is not suited for a file or is over-applied, the quality of a file can suffer.
Many people might assume that the automatic settings are appropriate for their file, but
there may be a settingwhich produces better results.There seems to be an assumption that
anyone using the program will knowwhich settings to use for their particular file and will
knowwhat to expect when the job is printed or will take the time to look it up.
The goal of this project is to test all the compression settings in Acrobat 4.0 and attempt
to dispel confusion regarding their effects. The aim is to define what the individual set
tings mean and what effect they have on digitally printed images and to determine which
compression settings are needed for various types of images and graphics for a quality out
come.
Reason for Interest
The printing industry is undergoing major changes. The onset of digital printing systems
is revolutionizing the way information is reproduced. PDF technology has the potential to
be a catalyst for change. Today, PDF is being utilized by those in the printing industry
with a pioneering spirit. Perhaps someday PDF will be a standard.
PDF can make a job simple and hassle-free when the file is prepared correctly (a good
PostScript file). If there are mistakes made in the distilling process, problems may arise
when the file goes to print. This is why it is so important to understand the job options in
Acrobat Distiller, particularly compression. Not everyone, though well-trained in the
graphic arts, is an expert in data compression. Somehow demonstrating the effects of the
compression settings could make the program more user-friendly.
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This project deals with the creation of files that are portable and considerably smaller in
size than an original application file.Why are such files necessary? The internet has been
the driving force behind the development ofportable documents. However these types of
files are becoming more and more important to the printing industry, an industry which
for years has depended on traditional and mechanical, not technological, processes. Two
reasons that the printing industry is beginning to notice and utilize the technology of the
portable document format is the growing use of digital printing systems and the popular
ity of print on-demand. As digital printing is accepted by printing companies, PDF will
become established in the printing industry. PDF is an ideal file format for digital print
ing systems.
As we make the transition from analog to digital production,we
face a formidable puzzle ofdigital components and procedures,
with many of the pieces awkwardly arranged
in precarious
unpredictable sequences. . . . Whetherwe screen print or output
to digital-color devices, the efficiency and accuracy of the
graphics production depends largely on howwe manipulate and
move digital files throughout the
process.1
This project will investigate the compression ofAcrobat 4.0 to show how it affects image
reproducibility in digital printing
systems. Therefore the topics of digital printing, Adobe
Acrobat and PDF, digital image formation and compression will be discussed to give a the
reader a complete overview.
Digital Printing
The DigitalRevolution
The growth of the internet is driving the expansion and creation ofmarkets.The perceived
"threat"
of technology to the printing industry stems
from the internet. One particular
area of internet technology that takes business from print is electronic commerce busi
ness transactions occur on-line rather than on paper. Technology threatens the printing
industry, but ironically, printers will use it to counterattack the threat. Digital printing will
ensure the future of print.
Traditional printing is usually referred to as the use of lithographic, flexographic, gravure,
and screen processes. Companies have begun to accept new technology and shifting their
processes from traditional to electronic/digital either partially or completely. Companies
are gradually realizing that to stay competitive in today's markets, they must adopt the
technologies available to them.
The evolution of distribute print on-demand and communica
tion networks is changing the way the world thinks about print
and publishing. As requests for shorter and shorter print run-
lengths increase, digital on-demand color printing equipment
is coming to the forefront to meet the industry's
demands.2
What is Digital Printing?
"Digital Printing is a printing method that transfers digitized images and text from the
computer directly to a digital printing press, using lasers or LED's to etch or electronical
ly image special plates or
drums."3
Digital printing can be divided into two categories:
direct to an image carrier and direct to paper. This can also be classified as computer-to-
plate and computer-to-print
(computer-to-press).4
Systems are considered truly digital
when they are variable, meaning that the image area can be changed for each impression
made.5
Direct to Image Carrier
Re-imageable Plate Fixed Image Plate
Electrophotography Direct-to-Plate
Ion Deposition DTP on Press
Magnetography Direct-to-stencil(on press)
Direct to Paper
Plain Paper Special Paper
Inkjet(continuous) Electrostatic
Drop on demand Electrophotographic
Thermal Transfer Diffusion Transfer
Table 1 (Frank Romano. Pocket Guide to Digital Prepress)
The following are some characteristics of digital printing systems. Digital printing offers
very quick turnaround (on-demand) jobs can be completed in five minutes if the run is
short enough,flexibility changes can be made to the job on the fly, and short runs the
ultimate short run ofone reproduction can be made. There are, of course, limitations such
as the quality of a digital print compared to an analog print. It is not quite as good yet.
Digital Technology
Digital printing presses combine the imaging lasers or LED's
with new types of plates, drums and inks .... Not only do
digital presses let you image your documents directly on the
press itself, but they also automate document management and
make-ready, eliminating the time consuming and costly pre
paration and calibration of film, plates and water-based inks.
6
There are five basic types of technology employed in digital printing systems:
Electrophotography, Ion Deposition, Magnetography, Ink Jet, and Thermal Transfer.
These can also be referred to as electronic printing systems the image area can be
changed from impression to impression. The digital printing system utilized in this pro
ject's experiment, the Indigo E-Print, is an electrophotographic process.
Electrophotographic printing systems use drums or metal plates
coated with photoconductors that are charged overall with a
corona charge, exposed to an image by light which discharges
the charge in the non-image areas, the image is toned by pow
der or liquid toners in the charged areas, transferred to a sub
strate and fused or fixed by heat, solvent vapor or other fixing
method.
7
Electrophotography uses the same principles as electrostatic copiers. A charge is used to
attract toner to an image area, and then the toner is fused to make it stay on the paper.
The most familiar technology to grow out of electrophotography is Xerography.
Electrophotography seems to be the mostwidely used form of technology in digital print
ing systems today. The Indigo E-Print, Xiekon DCP,
and T/R Systems are all examples




There are new markets being created every day for digital printing systems.The most pop
ular applications are variable information printing, on-demandprinting, and short-run four
color (process)printing.
Variable is the fastest growing market application for digital printing. How many times
have you received materials from Reader's Digest or Publisher's ClearingHouse personal
ly addressed to you? "KellyThornton, you may have won One Million
Dollars!"
Variable
printing allows for personalized and direct mail, arguably the most effective form ofadver
tising with the most returns. "The ability to print variable information is a unique, exclu
sive, and important characteristic of digital printing
systems."8
"The ability to customize
individual pages with images and text in a single run also opens up numerous possibilities
for direct mail campaigns, personal marketing approaches and targeted
documents." 9
On-demand printing is also a growing market. On-demand makes it possible to have a
book or publication just in the time you need it. No more ordering far in advance. Using
electronic databases to store documents reduces warehousing and inventory costs and
keeps documents at everyone's disposal. Another nice feature of on-demand is the combi
nation of printing and finishing in-line in one process that is offered.
10
On-demand is a market that was created by digital printing systems. Traditional printing
(analog processes) does not have the capability ofproducing an entire book on a moment's
notice.Think ofall the time thatwould be spent getting the plates made, doingmakeready
and bringing the press up to color. It is not feasible or economical. On-demand has a dis
tinct advantage over analog printing in this department.
Short-run four color printing jobs are being snapped up by those companies with digital
printing systems. According to author Frank Romano, "Almost 56% of commercial, book
and office printing including duplicating and copying is in the category of run lengths
from 500 to 5000 impressions, only 2.8% of all this printing is done in four or more col
ors.""
This means that half the printing jobs out there belong to digital printing systems.
There will continue to be jobs with long run lengths which will call for traditional print
ing processes. It would not be
economical to do a long run on a digital press. However,
digital printing systems
offer an alternative source for printing short runs which are not
11
economical on the traditional presses.
Digital Image Compression
"Compression is nothing more or less than efficient coding designed to correct the
overrepresentation that occurs in digital data-handling
systems."12
"Ifyou have ever used
a TIFF file or downloaded a GIF file . . . you have experienced the use of image com
pression."13
Dealingwith image compression requires an understanding ofgraphics how
they are created and how they are stored.
Digital Images
When an image, a representation of a person, animal or thing is digitized, converted to
digital information, it is known as a digital image. "Based on the accuracy of the repre
sentation, we can classify images into three categories: black and white images, grayscale
images, and color
images." 14
Despite the advantages, there is one potential problem with
digital images, namely, the large number ofbits required to rep
resent them. Fortunately, digital images, generally contain a sig
nificant amount of redundancy. Image compression research
aims to reduce the number of bits required to represent an
image by removing these redundancies.
15
"Graphic file formats are based upon the method bywhich graphic programs create, store,
and display images. Graphic programs and their resulting file formats can be subdivided
into one of two categories raster and
vector."16
A raster can also be referred to as a
bitmap.
A bitmap is the most basic type of graphic. The word bit is a contraction of the words
binary and digit. There are two binary digits: o and 1. Bitmaps are representations of
graphics or images through the use of bits (o and 1). o's are used to represent image area,
and is represent non-image area. This means that bitmaps only have two tones: black and
white. These binary digits make up the smallest elements of a picture, or pixels. Pixels are
joined and built up in rows to
create the overall picture.
17
Black and white bitmaps need only one bit to describe each
pixel zero or one. A single bit per pixel doesn't provide
12
enough information to specify a color or shade of gray. Images
containing 256 grays or colors require 8 bits per pixel, and pho
tographic-
quality full-color images require 24 bits per pixel. . . .
Depending on resolution, color, and grayscale, bit maps require
significant volumes of storage.
18
Vectors are graphics or images that are "mathematically described objects or
19
According to Frank Romano in the Pocket Guide to DigitalPrepress, vectors are like lots of
electronic rubber bands describing the outline of an image, allowing you to enlarge,
reduce, rotate, reshape, and refill objects with no loss in quality. Vector graphic programs
are
"smart,"
keeping track of every adjustment that is made to an object/ image. This type
of graphic is very convenient for printing as well. Since an object is mathematically
described, the printer can render it at the highest possible resolution instead of trying to
find where all the pixels must be placed.
20
Digital Image Formation
Images can be made digital through a process called scanning. Scanning takes samples of
a picture, stopping at intervals in an image to collect data. The number of intervals is
referred to as the sampling rate. The higher the sampling rate of a scanner, the more infor
mation is collected from an original. For each sample taken, a digital value is assigned. For
a black and white original, a byte, 8 bits, is assigned to each sample. A byte allows 256 lev
els of brightness in the original photograph to be captured. In color scanning, 3 bytes are
assigned for each sample, due to the three RGB components in each pixel.
21
The dynamic range of an original, meaning how many tones it contains, will dictate how
many bits per pixel are required. Logically, a larger tonal range requires more bits per pixel.
"The digital value of each pixel represents some measure of the brightness, color, or spec
tral attributes sensed at that point in the
image." 22
A scanner takes a certain number of
samples in a horizontal direction in consecutive rows until the whole original has been
covered. The number of samples taken in a row by the number of rows sampled creates an
array in which to store
the information digitally The larger the dynamic range of an orig
inal, the higher the sampling rate has to be in order to capture the necessary information.
Digital images can also be created by software programs referred to as drawing programs.
Original art in vector form can be created in Adobe Illustrator or FreeHand by
13
MacroMedia. No scanning is involved in using these programs because they are automat
ically digital, having been created in the computer's native language without the need for
code translation.
Digital Image Storage
Once an image is made digital in order to be used, it must be stored somehow for easy
access. Images and graphics are stored in graphic file formats. There are a number of file
formats used in the market today, but there are three that are the most widely used: TIFF,
EPS, and JPEG.
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Most graphic file formats offer some sort of compression to reduce the
size of an otherwise large file.
TIFF, Tagged Image File Format, is a format for storing pixel-based images. TIFF offers
a compression called LZW which can reduce the file size by half and retain the quality of
the images.
EPS, Encapsulated PostScript, is used for bitmapped and vector-based images. EPS is
adaptable to a file, with the ability to have 48 bits per pixel if required. EPS therefore can
represent high-quality photographs without any problem.
JPEG, named for the Joint Photographic Experts Group, is a format created specifically
for use with pixel-based images, continuous tone photographs in particular.
"Experimentation has show that in general it is possible to compress an image to approx
imately one-tenth its original size using
JPEG" 24
before a noticeable difference in the
appearance of the image occurs. JPEG's compression techniques can result in the loss of
data and quality if used to great extent,
but it considerably reduces the size of a file.
The Needfor Image Compression
The need for image compression becomes obvious when an individual considers the num
ber of bits that result from an image being sampled through the scanning process.
Consider the following example: a color image digitized at 24 bits per pixel and displayed
at a resolution of 640x480 pixels in a computer requires nearly a megabyte of storage. A
typical floppy disk has only 1.4 megabytes ofstorage space! The
size of this file is very large
and calls for some method to reduce it so that it is portable and easily stored.
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Human perception plays a large role in digital image compression.There are limits to what
the human eye can perceive and discern. Haltoning is an example of how the human eye
can be tricked by what it is seeing. Halftoning creates the illusion of a variety of tones in
an image by using dots ofvarying size to create images. The eye is tricked into perceiving
shades or tones and cannot pick up the dot structure unless the screen frequency of the
halftoning drops below a certain number or the image is scrutinized at close range.
Continuous tone images contain too much data for the human eye to perceive. This data
tends to be redundant and can be reduced to an extent without the eye noticing any dif
ference in detail. Redundant data can be removed, the large file size can be scaled down,
and the image will still appear acceptable to the human eye. "Humans who are end
receivers do not need or cannot use all the information captured during
digitization."26
Smaller files are more convenient than voluminous ones. Compression is logical, conve
nient, and necessary.
History ofCompression
"The need to efficiently represent information, particularly text, has been with us since
man learned to write. . . . Data compression for other forms of information has a much
shorter
history." 27
It wasn't until the 1950s that technological advances brought about dig
ital systems for images and following that, compression of digital images.
The 1970s saw telephone transmissions go digital, when they became coded for efficiency.
This is a form of compression. The 1980s saw the introduction of FAX technology, which
employed a form of digital compression. By the mid 1980s "business and consumer appli
cations for high-quality, digitized photographs, and all type of continuous tone images
began to
28
Now as we approach the new millennium, a user has a choice ofmany
compressions for reducing the size of a file for
transportation over the web or storage.
Methods ofImage
Compression
There are a number of image compression methods that have been developed over the
years to reduce the size of large amounts of data. Compression techniques can be divided
into two general categories: lossy and lossless compression.
Lossy. "Lossy compression techniques involve
some loss of information, and data that have
15
been compressed using lossy techniques cannot be recovered or reconstructed
29
If
loss of detail is not a concern, then lossy compression is a good choice, yielding very high
compressions. Examples of the use of lossy compression would be images used on web
pages or photos that appear in newspapers that have been transmitted over the web or a
network where the images do not appear very sharp. The higher the compression, the
faster the processing time, the lower the image quality.
Lossless. "Lossless compression techniques, as their name implies, involve no loss of infor
mation. If data have been losslessly compressed, the original data can be recovered exact
ly from the compressed
data." 30
Lossless compression does not compress as aggressively as
lossy methods, so file size is not reduced by as much. This type of compression is used to
encode a file and is best used with text data, computer-generated data, and some image
information. Also if the compressed data should reconstruct exactly, lossless compression
should be used.
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According to Roy Hoffman in Data Compression in Digital Systems, compression tech
niques are used for two types of data. Symbolic data is a representation of something a
human observer would recognize like letters or numbers. ASCII code is an example of
symbolic data. Diffuse data is not something that is recognizable to the human observer.
Its information has not yet been converted to something familiar. "The meaning and
structured properties have not yet been
32
Image information is diffuse data.
When an image is scanned and sampled, it is unrecognizable until a computer translates
the sampled information and displays it. Diffuse data, data that is spread out, needs more
compression than symbolic data which is more organized from the start.
Symbolic Data. Symbolic data compression algorithms process data and provide three
kinds of encoding: variable to fixed, fixed to variable, and variable to variable. Variable to
fixed length algorithms "replace sequences ofconsecutive identical symbols with three ele
ments: a single symbol, a run length count, and an indicator that signifies how the sym
bol and count are to be
interpreted." 33
Run Length Coding is a popular type of variable
to fixed encoding. It is most effective when the sequences to encode are abundant. "In
run-
length coding, a start pixel represented by a specific source symbol is considered the start
of the run, and the length of the run is
used to replace the
34
For example, a line that
read $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$, would be coded as 20$.
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Fixed to variable algorithms can be divided into two categories: statistical and dictionary
coding. Overall, these types of coding begin with fixed information and output variable
code, "assigning shorter codewords to frequently occurring, more-probable symbols, and
assigning longer codewords to infrequently occurring, less-probable
35
In statis
tical coding, "the number of bits assigned to each symbol is determined by the frequency
of the occurrence of each
symbol."36
Two common compression techniques that use sta
tistical coding are Huffman coding and Arithmetic coding. Dictionary algorithms are also
very common.
By constructing a dictionary, a message, which is a sequence of
input symbols, can then be encoded as a sequence of reference
entries to the dictionary. A simple technique is looking up the
English word
"terminology"
in an English dictionary. If this
word appears at the yth word of page x, then the word "termi
can be represented by a reference entry (x,y).
37
The dictionary is used as a reference. 'Since most images consist of repeating sequences of
pixels, a dictionary based coding method . . . can be applied to an image
file."38
Variable
to variable coding is a combination ofvariable to fixed and fixed to variable. This method
is used to make up for inadequate compression of methods that focus on maximizing
speed.
Diffuse Data. "Diffuse Data is compressed by applying lossy compression, which throws
away non-essential information, in combination with lossless compression for efficient
39
Diffuse data compression methods have been "created using what is described
as perceptual coding techniques that exploit the limitations
of human . . .
eyes."m
Most
often a file with diffuse data is compressed using a perceptual coding algorithm first to get
rid of unnecessary data and then a
symbolic data algorithm in order to code effectively.
Diffuse data can vary so much that
the methods used to compress it must be flexible to
accommodate it.
Efforts have been made to standardize compression methods. The standard recommenda
tion for grayscale, color photographic quality images is JPEG, the Joint Photographic
Experts Group. One of the project's focuses is on image reproducibility for digital
print-
17
ing systems. Therefore, we will take a closer look at the JPEG compression algorithm and
its methods of compressing diffuse data.
Lossless image compression exploits both spatial redundancy,
between pixels in a region of a picture, and symbol redundancy,
in the output bit stream produced by the coder. Lossy
compre-
sion exploits irrelevancy to remove information from the picture
that is unimportant to the human eye.
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To reduce the number of bits in a digital image JPEG takes advantage of both statistical
and spatial redundancy.
JPEG Compression
The JPEG compression algorithm follows a series of steps to carry out its functions.
Image Pixel Blocking DCT Quantization RLE(or)Huffman coding
"Rather than thinking of JPEG as a fixed tool which performs a certain operation, it
should be considered a set of tools which can be used in different ways to achieve desired
end
results."42
JPEG compression first breaks an image into 8x8 blocks (independent of the resolution of
the image) and then applies something called DCT, Discrete Cosine Transform. "The
purpose of the discrete cosine transform is to take the spatial information in the matrix
(the 8x8 blocks) and converts it to frequency
information." 43
"Spatial representation of an
image is the onlymethod which appears visually correct to the human eye, however, it does
not lend itselfwell to compression because of the random distribution of luminosity val
u
DCT organizes the image according to its luminosity values. So, instead of pixels,
you have values representing that information organized from the largest to smallest in
that matrix the lowest frequency are in the upper left-hand corner, highest in the lower
right-hand corner. Discrete Cosine Transform is lossless.
Quantization, however, is lossy. "Quantization is designed to drive small, non-essential
frequency components to zero by scaling each number to the nearest multiple of a value
found in the quantization
table."4S This explains where data is
"lost"
in JPEG compres
sion. By trying to match the quantization tables
as closely as possible, original informa
tion will be thrown out.
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The last step of the JPEG compression is the use of one of the symbolic data encoding
techniques. According to Daniel Goodenow in his thesis, A Reference Guide to JPEG
Compression, Run Length Encoding is applied to compress all the zeros in the final matrix;
these would be the luminosity values after quantization. Last a statistical algorithm like
Huffman coding is applied.
With all the steps complete, the result is a file ofmuch less magnitude than the original.
JPEG is able to handle color and grayscale images at just about every resolution. A user
may specify the level or amount ofJPEG compression is applied.
AdobeAcrobat
A designer prepares a job to be sent to a printer. On a disk the designer has included the
application file of the job and a folder with all the images and fonts used in that file.
This person has checked to make sure that all the images are linked in the file and that
the file is trapped and separated. The result of all this work is a file that willprint, on a
diskwith hardly any memory left on it. Isn't there an easier way to prepare and send a
job to be printed?
Adobe Acrobat software, which is based on an imaging
model similar to that ofPostScript, was developed so that users
could view and manage documents on-screen in a device and
application independent manner. . . . documents can be creat
ed in virtually any application, on any platform, and easily con
verted to PDF, where they retain the full range of high-quality
typography, graphics, images, and color.
"*
The original intention ofPDF was to reduce the use of paper, create a paperless world.
Acrobat PDF's are standardized containers for information that deliver a job in a way that
includes all the pieces and ensure that it will print out correctly. According to Alexander
Hamilton ofElectronic Publishing, Acrobat is entering its adulthood where its true useful
ness and functionality will be realized. Even though PDF was originally targeted at cor





Acrobat 4.0 is made up of three distinct programs: Distiller which creates the PDF files,
Reader which allows PDF's to display or print allowing very minor editing, and Acrobat,
formerly known as Exchange, which allows more editability of a PDF file.
Large printing companies such as R.R. Donnelly are beginning to incorporate PDF into
their printing workflow. Bob Schaffel, manager for emerging technologies at R.R.




Adobe has had several version ofAcrobat on the market and have
just released version 4.0 (April 1999).With version 4.0 Adobe has attempted to listen to
the consumer and fix the problems that PDF previously had. There are still problems that
are holding some users back, but they will most likely be resolved in the near future.
John Duebert, President ofAcquired Knowledge, a company that educates users about the




A PostScript jobs need a RIP to interpret its language. Distiller is in essence a mini-RIP.
This program
"distills"
or filters PostScript code, removing redundancy, and making a dis
play list just like a RIP. "This streamlines files and reduces their size. The resulting code is
called "clean
code"
because it slips cleanly through the RIP and to the imagesetter or out
put device.When a user creates a PDF with Distiller, they are shown a window with the
"distilling time", or the time it took the program to create the PDF. This helps gives the
user an idea of the size of their file. Today, Distiller is the primary engine of the PDF
workflow and one of four programs in the Adobe Acrobat family for managing PDF
files."50
It is very important to know the
options available in Distiller and the parameters
of this program in order to create successful PDFs.
Distiller offers a menu called Job Options where a user can configure the settings for a
PDF file to their exact specifications. There are five windows within the Job Options: gen
eral, compression, fonts, color, and advanced settings. The settings we are concerned with
in this project are the compression settings.
Acrobat 4.0 has done something to help a user prepare files that was not previously
avail-
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able. Before an individual ever delves into setting compression parameters, Distiller
assigns a label to the file according to its final purpose and destination. Acrobat 4.0 allows
the file to be screen optimized,print optimized or press optimized. As soon as one of these
labels is chosen, Distiller assigns the file default settings. Screen optimized files are meant
for viewing and displaying on a screen, such as on a website. This type of file has the low
est quality settings to create the smallest PDF possible. Print optimized files are intended
for printer, digital copiers, or in some cases, proofs. This settings keeps all fonts, leaves
color unchanged and compresses, but not to the same degree as the first.
51
Press optimized
is intended for high-end print use. File size is not too much of an issue in this case, there
fore compression is low. The settings accompanying these labels can be altered by the user
in the job options windows in Distiller, but it is nice to see what settings the program engi
neers thought were appropriate for specific types of files.
Acrobat 4 . 0 Compression
"Depending on the settings you choose, compression and resampling can significantly
reduce the size of a PDF file with little or no loss of detail and
52
The com
pression offered by Acrobat 4.0 are divided into three categories: color, grayscale, and
monochrome. Earlier, it was determined that there are two types of graphics: bitmap and
vector. "Distiller applies ZIP compression to text and line art; Zip or JPEG compression
to color and grayscale bitmap images; and ZIP, CCITT Group 3 or 4, or Run Length
compression to monochrome
images." 53
The following is more specific information about
each type of compression offered by Acrobat 4.0.
Zip is a compression method that works well on images with large
areas ofsingle colors or repeating patterns such as screen shots and sim
ple images created with paint programs, and for black-and-white
images that contain repeating patterns. Acrobat provides 4-bit and
8-
bit ZIP compression options. If you use 4-bit ZIP with 4-bit images,
or 8-bit ZIP with 4-bit images, ZIP is lossless .... However, using
4-
bit ZIP with 8-bit data can affect the quality, since the data is lost.
The JPEG compression method is suitable for grayscale or color
images, such as continuous tone photographs that contain more detail
than can be reproduced on-screen or in print. . . . Because JPEG elim
inates data, it can achieve much smaller file sizes than ZIP compres
sion.
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Acrobat provides five JPEG options, ranging from Maximum quality
(the least compression and the smallest loss ofdata) toMinimum qual
ity (the most compression and the greatest loss of data). The loss of
detail that results from the Maximum and High quality settings are so
slight that most people cannot tell an image has been compressed; at
Minimum and Low, however, the image may become blocky and
acquire a mosaic look. The medium quality setting usually strikes the
best balance in creating a compact file while still maintaining enough
information to produce high-quality images.
The CCITT (International Coordinating Committee for Telephony
and Telegraphy) compression method is appropriate for black-and-
white images made by paint programs and any images scanned with an
image depth of 1 bit. CCITT is a lossless method.
Acrobat provides the CCITT Group 3 and Group 4 compression
options. Group 4 is a general-purpose method that produces good
compression for most types ofmonochrome images. CCITT Group 3,
used by most fax machines, compresses monochrome bitmaps one row
at a time.
Run Length is a lossless compression option that produces the best
results for images that contain large areas of solid white or black.
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Acrobat 4.0 offers many choices for compression ofa file; however, there is a problem with
the compression in 4.0 that is under repair.
"
Acrobat Distiller 4.0 does not compress color
and grayscale graphics correctly. ... 4.0 does not distinguish between high and medium
compression, or between low and minimum
compression."55
If a user knows how each
compression works, an educated selection can be made as to the compression of the file.
If a user selects
"automatic"
compression, Distiller decides the best compression for the
grayscale and color images in the file, depending on which optimization the user has cosen
"JPEG is usually applied to 8-bit grayscale images and to 8-bit,
16-bit, and 24-bit color images when the images have continu
ous, smooth tones; ZIP is applied to 2-bit, 4-bit, and 8-bit
grayscale images, to 4-bit color images, and indexed 8-bit color





There are three ways to create a PDF document at this point. First a user may convert an
application file to a PDF by using a print driverwhich appears in the Chooser menu called
PDFWriter. Secondly, a file may be saved as a PDF from certain application programs
such as Illustrator, an Adobe program, or Microsoft Word. The last and most effective
method of creating PDF documents is to use the two step method: create a Post Script file
and then use Acrobat Distiller. The user has the most control over the outcome of the
quality of the file when using this method. Before considering how you will go about mak
ing your PDF file, you should first determine the final purpose of the file is the job des
tined for high-quality print, a quick and dirty job, or maybe the web? The job's final des
tination has an impact on which method should be chosen.
Using PDFWriter or PDF straight from an application file is fine if a job is intended for
easy transport over the web or other network. These processes, while the quickest and
most convenient, don't afford the user a lot of control over the quality of the document
and resolution of images may suffer. For high-resolution graphics or end-use involving a
high-resolution printing system, the two step method gives the user very good control over
all the elements of the file: color, fonts, and compression.
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ChapterThree
Statement of the Project's Goals
The purpose of this project is to determine the effects that a particular compression set
ting in Acrobat 4.0 will have on a specific graphic element. As noted previously, there is a
flaw in Acrobat 4.0 in terms of compression there is not a distinct difference between
each JPEG compression setting as there should be; instead, the compression is the same
for JPEG High andMedium and for JPEG Low andMinimum. For the purposes of this
thesis, the compression settings will be tested for color and grayscale images. The com
pressed files will be output to a digital press, and the results will visually demonstrate the
effects of the compressions. Since we can expect that some of the JPEG settings will result
in the same compressions, we will not be analyzing every compression setting in Distiller;
JPEG Maximum,Medium and Minimum will be used.
This project's goal is to show how compression in PDF files affects the reproducibility of
images when printed digitally. The ideal digital workflow would contain PDF and a form
of electronic printing. Since Acrobat 4.0 and digital printing systems are becoming
increasingly popular, this study is very worthwhile. The tests done in this project could be
useful to everyone from the desktop publishing compression novice to the experienced
designers and production managers.
This project will demonstrate the effects of compression in Acrobat 4.0 Distiller through
digitally printed files. The digital prints will offer a visual analysis of the compression set
tings for the three types ofgraphics used. This project also provides information about the
various types of compression offered in Acrobat 4.0 to educate users and make Distiller a




The purpose of this project is to test the compression settings in Acrobat 4.0 for their
effects on image reproducibility in digital printing. This invloves testing of a number of
PDF files with different types and levels of compression.
The Files
The first step in this project's experimentwas to create the original files/images thatwould
be distilled and compressed. File number one contains a very detailed color image, and file
number two contains a grayscale image with high contrast. The compression that Acrobat
offers for monochrome images are lossless methods. Therefore, a monochrome image will
not be affected as noticeably as a grayscale and color image will be. Monochrome com
pression was omitted from the project due to this fact. The images were scanned using a
UMAX PowerLook flatbed scanner and saved as TIFF files without compression. The
images were imported into two different QuarkXPress files. In order to create the PDFs,
the files were converted to PostScript (see Appendix A). The PDFs were created with
Distiller from these PostScript files using the compression settings only. Sixteen PDF files
were made using the following settings:
1. The Press Optimized feature was chosen, but the compression set
tings were cleared.
2. Seven PDFs with the following settings for color image compres




















All PDF files were printed on an Indigo E-Print digital printing press. The Indigo is a
sheet-fed machine employing an electrophotographic process. It is a very popular digital
printing system, which is the reason for its incorporation into this thesis project. It is
worthwhile to note that the printing was also attempted on a Xiekon DCP 32-D. The
print run was unsuccessful as the PostScript files would not rip due to a PostScript error.
The same files printed with no problem to the Indigo.
Analysis
The files were analyzed throughout the entire experiment. First an analysis of the numer
ical data was taken. The original image sizes were noted, and each individual PDF was
analyzed for file size and distilling time. The expectation was that as compression increas
es, file size and distilling time will decrease. Visual analysis was accomplished through an
evaluation conducted with outside observers. Twenty people were chosen to evaluate the
grayscale and color groups of PDFs. These people were all affiliated with the School of
Printing at RIT, and therefore were knowledgeable and practiced in closely evaluating




The results of this experiment were analyzed in two ways through noting changes in file
size and through visual analysis.
File SizeAnalysis
The test PDFs were created using Acrobat Distiller. Before the visual analysis of the files
ever took place, it was apparent that compression changed the files from their original
states. Below is a chart showing the distilling time of the files and the numerical differ



























































As these results demonstrate, PDF does make a significant difference in the size of a file;
the higher the compression, the smaller the file size. It is also evident that the higher the
compression is, the shorter the distilling time is. Given these findings, one would most
likely expect that of all the PDFs made, the ZIP 8-bit compression would probablymatch
the originals the closest with JPEG Maximum coming in a close second. One could also
make the assumption that JPEG Minimum would produce the PDF farthest from the
original quality because it produces the smallest file size. JPEG High and Medium and
Low and Minimum would produce the same results since they are using the same com
pression, and one can see that their numerical results match. For this reason, these files
were omitted from the visual analysis. One can see that there is a distinct file size differ
ence between JPEG Medium and Minimum PDFs. This would lead an evaluator to
believe that there woul be visual differences as well.
VisualAnalysis
On first perusal of the printed experiment, the following results were observed by the
author before group evaluation.
JPEG compression produces pretty good results in terms ofmatching the
originals
Zip 4-bit compression caused the most visual loss of detail/quality in a
photo-
quality image
JPEG caused the grayscale image to lighten as the compression increased
throughout the experiment
The opposite seemed to occur in the color image, with the image darkening
slightly as compression increased.
It was much easier to see the effects of compression on the grayscale image
than on the color image with increased compression.
JPEG Maximum and Zip 8-bit produce almost identical results having the
closest matches to the original quality.
The PDF prints of the grayscale and color images were evaluated by a group of twenty
judges and compared to the original image.The judges were toldwhich print was the orig
inal image, but were not informed of the settings of the PDFs; the PDFs were numbered
on the back of the print:
Print 1= JPEG Maximum
Print 2= JPEG Medium
Print 3= JPEG Minimum
Print 4= ZIP 4-bit
Print 5= ZIP 8-bit
The judges were asked to analyze the PDFs by comparing them to the original Quark file
and then to answer survey questions,
which helped to further articulate the effects that
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compression had on the images. The judges were asked to point out the print that most
closelymatched the original(had the highest quality of the PDFs), as well as the print that
had the lowest quality and to describe the quality of these prints. They were asked to try
to identify any significant differences between prints number 2 and 3, JPEG Maximum
andMedium. Finally theywere asked to rate the quality ofPDF overall in comparison to
the original image. The following is the compilation of the data from the survey.
70% of the judges surveyed chose number 1, JPEG Maximum quali
ty compression, as the print which most closely matched the original
images.
20% of the judges chose number 2, JPEG Medium quality compression,
as the print which most closely matched the original.
10% of the judges chose number 5, ZIP 8-bit compression, as the print
that most closely matched the original.
100% of the judges surveyed chose number 4, ZIP 4-bit, compres
sion, as the pint that was the farthest from the original quality .
90% of the judges surveyed were able to point out a significant dif
ference between the prints that were compressed with JPEG Medium
and JPEG Minimum compression.
The most noticeable difference in the color group was an area in the sky
of the picture that lost detail with the increase of compression. The
most noticeable difference pointed out for the grayscale group was the
loss of contrast and the overall
"lightening"
of the image with the increase
of compression.
10% of the judges surveyed were not able to point out a significant differ
ence between JPEG Medium and Minimum.
40% of the judges surveyed believe that the overall quality of the
PDFs was good or better.
60% of the judges surveyed believed that the overall quality of the
PDFs was poor to fair.
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As you can see, the majority of the judges felt that the PDFs were not adequate for pro
duction purposes. The judges felt that the PDFs are pretty reasonable, but they were not
good enough for reproduction work. Some said that PDF would be acceptable for typical
magazine reproduction work and for quick and dirty jobs. They commented that the end
use was important to note when making the decision to use PDF, and that as long as the
reproduction was monitored, PDF would probably do a decent job.
The results of this testwere most likely influenced by the particular images that were cho
sen for the test and by the printing method/press that was used to print the experiment.
While the results of the test may be used as a general guideline to using Acrobat PDF, an
individual may have different outcomes depending on the image or printing method they
use. Images can have such a variety of spatial, tonal, and resolution differences form one
to another. This will definitely affect how an image appears after it is compressed. Digital
printing presses are capable of producing excellent quality, but cannot completely measure
up to an analog process. This may affect the outcome of such an experiment as well.
Chapter Six
Summaries and Conclusions
This project has shown that when it comes to using PDF an individual must be con
scious of two things: the final use or purpose of their file and how the compression will
affect the contents of that file. One thing that is certain is that when PDF is used, a file
will lose detail. Whether or not the compression is detectable to the human eye is the
question. Therefore, the first step in determining your compression settings for PDF is
to evaluate your file.What is the end use of the file production work, proof, quick job?
Does it include graphics? If so, is it important to maintain the quality of the images?
How far can I compress these images for this particular job?
The purpose of this project was to determine the effects that a particular compresion set
ting in Acrobat 4.0 will have on a specific graphic element. Two graphic elements were
tested in this project grayscale and color. The test results demonstrated the effects of
Acrobat compression methods on these types of graphics. It was possible to define and
describe the effects of the compression through a visual analysis accomplished with the
help of outside observers. The input from the judges in the experiment was analyzed and
compiled to
"define"
compression settings offered in Acrobat for grayscale and color
images.
Acrobat 4.0 Compression Settings
(For 300 dpi. grayscale and color images)
JPEGMaximum quality
For grayscale images: An acceptable outcome. There will be only minute differences in
detail noticeable in this file comapred with the original. A loss of contrast will be notice




For color images: PDF will most likely produce a very close match to the original. It will
be very difficult to find distinct loss of detail.
JPEGMedium quality
Grayscale images: A decent outcome. A loss of detail will be apparent after close scruti
ny, most noticeable in shadow and highlight.Will probably notice further loss of contrast
from the original.
Color images: An acceptable outcome. Very slight loss of detail may be apparent, mainly
in area of solid color. Image slightly darker than the original.
JPEGMinimum quality
Grayscale images: Barely acceptable outcome. Highlight area will show a significant loss
of detail, almost completely gone. Overall image will be lighter and flatter than the orig
inal and the previous settings.
Color images: Decent outcome. Will show a slight loss of data in shadow and highlight
areas. Image darker than the original, and slightly darker than JPEG Med.
Zip 4-bit
Grayscale images: Very bad outcome overall. Solid areas become posterized. Highlights
show an almost complete loss of data.
Color images: Also an unacceptable outcome. Posterized in certain areas; details drop out
of the highlights.
Zip 8-bit
Grayscale images: An acceptable outcome. Almost identical to JPEG Maximum; a little
less contrast than the original and JPEG Max. flatter, but otherwise acceptable.
Color images: Acceptable outcome. Produces very similar results to the original and
matches JPEG Max. Appears slightly darker then the original; some detail change is
noticeable in the highlight.
This experiment could be extended by testing a number of different color and grayscale
images of a variety of
tonal ranges. The amount of information in an image will affect
how it appears when it is compressed. It would also be interesting to see the different
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PDFs printed out on a variety of digital printing presses, and not just
one. It might also
be worthwhile to compare the PDFs that were printed on digital presses to the same
PDFs printed on an analog press. The printing method could affect the
visual outcome
of the prints.
It seems that with advancement in technology, quality of products are
compromised and
sometimes sacrificed. This is true of the portable document. PDF depends on compres
sion to reduce size and transfer time of files. This results in a loss of data which (depend
ing on the type of compression) cannot be recovered. This translates to a loss of quality.
There are many factors to consider when compressing a file. If an individual wonders
which settings to use in Acrobat, the answer really is, "It all depends . . .". This is why
knowing your file, it's purpose, and how compression works can be so helpful in tackling
the often confusing issue of PDF.
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(Performed on aMacintosh G3)
Step One PostScript
A user should be able to create a PostScript document from an application file in order to
create PDF's using this method. It is a simple process to create PostScript files.
1. Go to Chooser and select a PostScript printer.
0 Compress Text and Line Art
Color Bitmap Images







0 [ Downsampleto || 72 dpi
[^Automatic Compression: | ZIP/JPEG Medium
? Manual Compression: '. :-::<::>
Monochrome Bitmap Images
3 I Downsample to ~|| 300 1dpi
0Manual Compression: | CCITT Group 4 j
| Defalt'
2. Go to Page setup; selections will differ according to output device. Click on options, go
to PostScript options, and uncheck boxes.
LaserWriter 8 Page Setup OK
Paper: Letter ?


























? Precision Bitmap Alignment
? Larger PrintArea {Fewer Downloadable Fonts)
? Unlimited Downloadable Fonts in a Document
3. Go to Print dialogue box. Make sure Destination is File. Save as File. Choose PostScript
level 2, Data Format binary, font inclusion all. Click on Save.
Print Style: | Default V)
1 ^J | R*f*ae Separators.*Copies: [1: : : i| Pages: |AII
Document 1 S*lup 1 Outp.jt [ Optiorr f Preview [ Bleed |
[3 Separations
3 Include blank Pages
E3 Spreads
E3 Thumbnails [3 Back to Front
Page Sequence: [ All ? |
Registration: |OtT"v|
':*' !,}':
Tiling: |Cfff^| vvtciiw. ; j ^AbiiiiiH^ t^^vint)
i><4e Setup,.,] [ printer,.....;] [ Cwtm-e Settings..] LSgtejJ [pWnt
Printer: "SPMS HPLJ8000 b/w
Queue"
Copies:[Tn]
Pages: All Q From:
Paper Source






















Format:| PostScript Job -w |
atibleQ ASCII Level 1 Camp
% Binary % Level 2 Only
Font inclusioii:| All -v 1
Now that a PostScript file has been made the user can open Acrobat and create a PDF.
The way that Acrobat is able to make PDF files is through a piece of the program called
Distiller.
Step Two Distiller
l. In Acrobat 4.0 folder, choose Distiller and open.
2. Distiller window will pop up. First choose how the file is to be optimized.
Acrobat Distiller ^-^^^^ . ,.,-,.,-: g
Job Options: 1 PrintOjttimi^od - 1
Info
Hie; none ; Pawse 1
Source:
1 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. _ : ^
! Acrobat Vl$iitt<?r 4.0
PMStarted
.Friday,
April 2, 1^99 at 12:53
Adcb-5- PostScript software version-.: 3CH0_t06
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3.Under the File menu, choose job options. Here you may configure the settings for your
PDF. First set general options:
Job Options: PressQptimized
I
Generaly Compression ,/ fonts \/ Color \/Advanced^,
File Options
Compatibility I Acrobat 4.0 *!
Resolution:







4. Second set compression parameters. Acrobat will automatically downsample which will
lower resolution of images. Uncheck if this is not a desired result.
'$#$&&/ Compressioii\/Fptf1^\/Caior\/Aavattca^s
Color Bitmap Images











E3 f BicubicDownsampting at g j | 12QO\Opi
2 Compression: | CCITTGroup *t }
12 Compress Text and line Art
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5. Set Fonts parameters.
.
Job Options; Pressypttrntzet* b
0 SubsetAll Embedded F
ding Fails:
WltS B-elOMv: \i&& |"W Cancel }
When Eoitied Cancel Job * :|
Embedding [ Save As... j











6. You may set the color and Advanced Settings paprameters for your file as well; the
set-
ings will depend on the type of file and purpose of the file.
7. Once settings are configured, go to File menu and open the PostScript file that is to be
converted to a PDF. You will have the option to save the file as a PDF; choose save.




The images you are evaluating consist of an original QuarkXPress file
and a series of
PDF files utilizing a variety of image compressions. The files were
printed on an Indigo
E-Print digital press.
Please view the original QuarkXPress file closely and then evaluate the
PDF prints
based on that original. Please answer the following questions for each group of images
focusing only on the quality of the image.
Group name
l.Which PDF seems to match the quality of the original
file the closest? (please write
in the number of the print)
Image #
2.Which PDF seems to have the lowest quality? (please write
in the number of the
print)
Image #
3. Do you see any










4 very good quality
5 excellent quality
5. How would you describe the PDF with the highest quality?




Color Image Test File
Barn.tiff
Color Image Test File
Barn.tiff
JPEG Maximum (quality) Compression
Color Image Test File
Barn.tiff
JPEG Medium (quality) Compression
Color Image Test File
Barn.tiff
JPEG Minimum (quality) Compression
Color Image Test File
Barn.tiff
Zip 4-bit Compression
Color Image Test File
Barn.tiff
Zip 8-bit Compression




Grayscale Image Test File
Caragh.tiff
JPEG Maximum (quality) Compression
Grayscale Image Test File
Caragh.tiff
JPEG Medium (quality) Compression
Grayscale Image Test File
Caragh.tiff
JPEG Minimum (quality) Compression
Grayscale Image Test File
Caragh.tiff
ZIP 4-bit Compression
Grayscale Image Test File
Caragh.tiff
ZIP 8-bit Compression
